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Punjab weapons drop may figure in Commanders' meet

New Delhi: The issue of Pak drones dropping weapons in Punjab is likely to come up for discussions in the Army
Commanders' Conference that began here on Monday. As per defence sources, multiple reports of Pakistani drones
dropping weapons in Punjab will be taken up during the conference, even though it does not fall within the domain of
the Army, due to the perceived security threat arising from multiple incidents reported in the recent past. "Apart from
the Punjab drones matter, issues pertaining to security in J&K will be discussed during the meet," said an official.
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To combat terror, NSA Doval
suggests change in media policy

New Delhi: National Security Advisor Ajit Doval highlighted the role media played
today in the fight against terrorism. He also asked security and intelligence agencies
to take the media into confidence when it comes to terror investigation and warnings, since the media is a
"very important organ to
fight terrorism".
"It is all about perception.
Since most of us do not tell
them (the media) anything,
they speculate and carry
news. That news, in turn,
terrorises society rather
than prepare society to fight
terror," he told room full of
senior police officers who
are directly and indirectly
dealing with anti-terror op-

erations on a daily basis.
Quoting Margaret Thatcher, the former Prime Minister of Britain, he said, "Terrorism will end if the media
is quiet".
"Why do terrorists kill?
They kill for publicity. If 10
people are killed and no one
comes to know about it, no
one would be terrorised,"
Doval said while addressing
a conference of the chiefs of
the Anti-Terrorism Squads.
"If the media does not
write, nobody would come to
know. If somebody's son is
kidnapped and killed while
going to school by a terrorist and that is not reported
by the media, the people
will not come to know," he
said.

Continued from page 1
Kin of two...
According to Chaturvedi, some Congress members
shifted belongings of the Balmikis in their own vehicles
to the new dwelling of two rooms and a kitchen each.
Speaking to reporters, Scindia said he had assured the
Balmiki family members that he would not leave Shivpuri until they are relocated properly.
"I will donate Rs 5-5.5 lakh for the construction of permanent residence for the affected family," he said.
Scindia said a chargesheet against the accused was filed
in a court on Monday. The former Guna MP also said he
has written to Chief Minister Kamal Nath demanding
ten bigha (around four-acre) land on lease for the
Balmikis along with Rs 50 lakh compensation for each
death and a government job to one of the family members. The two accused, Hakim Yadav and his brother
Rameshwar Yadav, were arrested after the incident and
booked under Indian Penal Code (IPC) section for murder and provisions of the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act.

Indian-origin prof...
"As a direct result of one of their studies, more than five
million Indian children have benefited from effective programmes of remedial tutoring in school," the Academy
said. "Another example is the heavy subsidies for preventive healthcare that have been introduced in many countries," it added. Born in 1961 in Mumbai, Bannerjee is a
Ph.D. from Harvard University and a Professor of Economics at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).
Born in 1972, Duflo is the second woman and the youngest
person to be awarded the Prize in Economic Sciences, which
was not among the five original Nobels and was instituted
by the Swedish central bank "in memory of Alfred Nobel"
in 1969. Also a professor at the MIT, Duflo said she is "humbled" by her success in winning the Nobel prize for economics and hopes it will "inspire many, many other
women", the BBC reported. "I hope showing that it is possible for a woman to succeed and be recognised for success is
going to inspire many, many other women to continue working and many other men to give them the respect they deserve like every single human being," she said.
The trio's work has focused on the poor communities in
India and Africa, and their research show which investments in key areas like education and healthcare are
worth making and have the biggest impact on the lives of
the poorest people.

HCL's Nadar tops...
Education continues to be the most favourite among the
causes, followed by healthcare, while Infosys co-founder
Nandan Nilekani, who along with wife Rohini who have
spent Rs 346 crore, have chosen "societal platforms" for
charities. There is a tendency among Indians to give
more as they grow older, as per the list, adding the average age of the giver is 64 years. However, as more exits happen, new age entrepreneurs are also getting
more active on the giving side, Shah said, adding the
Bansals of e-commerce major Flipkart are planning to
start donating via a recently set up family office. Hurun managing director Anas Rahman Junaid explained that the list limits itself to the amount spent
due to which Premji comes second. The Tatas are excluded as the list focuses on individuals.

Open critique by...
In a no-holds-barred attack on the Modi government,
Prabhakar alleged: "In economic policy, the party mainly adopted "Neti Neti (Not this, Not this'), without articulating what was its own Niti (policy)'."
The Congress, expectedly lost no time in attacking the
government. Congress's Bengal unit chief Somen Mitra
took tweeted: "They may have mocked him for years
without having an iota of knowledge how an economy
as big as that of India runs, but at the end of the day, Dr
Manmohan Singh and his reform model continues to be
the ultimate benchmark of development for the Indian
economy." Taking a dig at BJP's appropriation of Sardar
Patel, Prabhakar also suggested that BJP could portray
Narasimha Rao on the economic side, just the way it has
done for Patel. He also insinuated, 'a muscular political,
nationalist, security platform' was created to compensate the deficiency on economic front and a re-election
bid. The BJP has been tight lipped about the entire saga.
When contacted, a senior party functionary directed to
the media department, while two BJP spokesperson refused to comment on it claiming ignorance.
However, the Congress, which has got an endorsement
from the spouse of the Union Minister, was in no mood
to let go. Pawan Khera of the Congress told IANS:
"That's sane advise coming from Mr Parakala Prabhakar. Anti-Nehru cannot be the raison de etre of the
BJP. They do not have there own heroes, nor their own
economic vision. If they can borrow heroes from Congress heroes -- who found the RSS repugnant -- why not
borrow its economic policies too?"
As the Indian economy continues to remain "unstable", this open critique of the economic policies by the
Finance Minister's husband, just a week before Haryana
and Maharashtra polls has left the BJP searching for an
answer. Prabhakar during his unsuccessful political
stint had lost an election followed by a bypoll. Later he
joined BJP before leaving the saffron fold to be a part of
the new political Party 'Prajarajyam' and became its
founding General Secretary and spokesperson.
However, he has been a person known to ditch and
hence held an infamous press briefing in Prajarajyam
party office where he had launched a scathing attack on
the same party he was appearing as a spokesperson of.

Provide security to Sunni
Waqf Board chief, UP told
AGEWNCIES
New Delhi

In a new twist in the last leg of Ayodhya title dispute case hearing, the Supreme
Court on Monday directed the Uttar
Pradesh government to provide adequate
security to UP Sunni Waqf Board chairman, Zufar Ahmad Farooqui, after he apprehended a threat to his life. Farooqui had
moved the apex court through Sriram
Panchu, one of the three-member mediation panel formed by the court
in order to seek an amiable solution to the Ram Janmabhoomi-Babri Masjid dispute.
A five-judge bench, headed by
Chief Justice Ranjan Gogoi, is
currently hearing the matter.
The Chief Justice at the end
of hearing, on the 38th day,
flagged the note from Panchu
where Farooqui apprehended a
threat to his life, saying: "Uttar
Pradesh government should provide adequate security to him (Farooqui)."
While the Chief Justice was reading out
the note from Panchu, senior advocate Rajeev Dhavan, who is leading the arguments
from Muslim parties' side, told the bench
that Farooqui faces threat from the UP government, and there is allegedly a conspiracy to get him off the case.
The UP government counsel, who was
also present in the court, gave assurance to
the top court on the security arrangements
for Farooqui. According to a counsel from
Muslim side, the UP government was exerting pressure on the Sunni Waqf Board
to reach an out of court settlement on the
matter. "The Waqf Board is under the state
government. The government has the au-

thority to replace the chairman with somebody who follows its orders," said the counsel on the condition of anonymity.
The Chief Justice, while sorting the hearing schedule, indicated that the court can
conclude the arguments in the case on October 16, a day ahead of the deadline, and
insisted all counsel to follow the time slot
allocated to wrap up their arguments. This
reaction from court came after Dhavan
submitted he will take two hours on Tuesday to finish his arguments, and the Hindu
urged the court to give them at
least two days to reply.
During the hearing, Dhavan
took pot-shots at the NDA government at its attempts to
rewrite history. He vehemently
argued if something was found
below the disputed site after excavations, it cannot invalidate
the Babri mosque after 450
years. "It is possible for your
lordships to rewrite history....
you will open a Pandora's box. It is an untidy exercise. History books might be written based on your lordships' understanding
(of the subject). I don't want that.... Rewriting history when a new government came
into power in New Delhi," Dhavan contended. He further insisted that it is Hindu
side proposition that digging must take
place over 500 mosques which they claim
were built over Hindu temples.
Contesting the argument of adverse possession, Dhavan told the court, "When was
the claim of adverse possession made? Was
it made after 1885 at any point of time?
They (Hindu side) have to prove adverse
possession. They cannot get away by
telling a few Muslims could not pray at the
site, it is not adverse possession."

BJP supported intellectuals participate in a protest rally against the recent killing of an RSS worker
and his family members in Murshidabad district of the State, in Kolkata on Monday

Labour dept inspector
held for accepting
Rs 40,000 bribe
JASHPUR: A labour
department inspector
was on Monday arrested by the Anti-Corruption Bureau (ACB) for
allegedly accepting a
bribe of Rs 40,000 in
Chhattisgarh's Jashpur
district, an official
said.
The accused Suresh
Kumar
Kurre
was
nabbed when he was
accepting money from
the complainant who
runs an NGO for clearing the latter's pending
payment for a work
done for the Labour department.

Wish India possessed
Rafale jets during
Balakot strike: Rajnath

AGENCIES
Thane
Defence Minister Rajnath Singh on Monday said
had India possessed Rafale fighter jets earlier the
IAF would not have needed to enter Balakot in Pakistan to hit the terror camps. Addressing a poll rally for BJP's Mira Bhayander
nominee Narendra Mehta in Maharashtra's
Thane district neighbouring Mumbai, Singh defended performing 'shastra puja' while taking delivery of the first Rafale jet in France recently.
"Had we possessed Rafale fighter jets we would not
have required to enter Balakot and launch a strike.
We could have struck at Balakot while sitting in India," he said. Singh reiterated that the fighter
planes were meant only for self-defence and not for
aggression. On a controversy surrounding the
"shastra puja", Singh
said, "I wrote 'Om' on the plane, broke a coconut
(as per tradition). Om depicts never-ending Universe". "I acted as per my faith. Even other communities like the Christian, Muslim, Sikh etc worship with words like Amen, Omkar etc. Even when
I was performing 'shastra puja', people from communities like Christians, Muslims, Sikhs, Buddhists were present at the event," he said. At a ceremony in France on Tuesday, Singh formally took
the delivery of the first of the 36 long-awaited
French-made aircraft acquired by the Indian Air
Force. He also took a sortie in the two-seater jet.

Raj discontinues
pension to detainees
under MISA
AGENCIES
Jaipur
The pension scheme of the leaders detained under
the Maintenance of Internal Security Act (MISA)
or their widows during Emergency shall be discontinued in Rajasthan, the government said on
Monday.
In a cabinet meeting at state secretariat, it was decided to discontinue pension to detainees under
MISA, announced minister Shanti Dhariwal. He
said that the medical benefits being given to them,
however, will continue. Speaking on the occasion,
Dhariwal said that the government can't consider
prisoners arrested under MISA as freedom fighters. Thousands of people from all walks of life were
arrested during Emergency in 1975. Many of them remained arrested till 1977 under MISA as well as Defence of India Rules. Most of these leaders were from
the BJP and the RSS. They were getting pension of Rs
20,000 and medical allowance of Rs 4,000. BJP state
president Satish Poonia slammed the move and
termed it as the politics of animosity and hatred. He
said that after Independence, the largest war which
was fought to preserve democracy in India was in
1975. Many people were sent to jail. However, when
their families faced hardship, BJP government right
from Atal Bihari Vajpayee to state governments including the Rajasthan government under BJP rule,
decided to give them pension benefits.
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